Hecho Relevante de BBVA CONSUMO 6 FONDO DE TITULIZACIÓN DE ACTIVOS

En virtud de lo establecido en el Folleto Informativo de BBVA CONSUMO 6 FONDO DE TITULIZACION DE ACTIVOS (el “Fondo”) se comunica a la COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL MERCADO DE VALORES el presente hecho relevante:

- La Agencia de Calificación Standard & Poor's Ratings Services (“S&P”), con fecha 29 de octubre de 2015, comunica que ha bajado las calificaciones asignadas a las Series de Bonos emitidos por el Fondo:
  - Serie A: BBB (sf) (anterior A (sf))
  - Serie B: B- (sf) (anterior B (sf))

Se adjunta la comunicación emitida por S&P.

Madrid, 30 de octubre de 2015.

Mario Masiá Vicente
Director General
As part of BBVA Consumo 6's restructuring, the issuer lowered the required reserve fund to €15 million from €36 million. Following our credit and cash flow analysis of the new structure, we have today lowered our ratings on the class A and B notes to reflect the decreased available credit enhancement.

BBVA Consumo 6 securitized a portfolio of Spanish consumer loans that BBVA originated.

Today's downgrades follow a restructuring of the transaction, whereby the issuer reduced the required reserve fund balance to €15 million from €36 million.

Consequently, the available credit enhancement provided by the reserve fund has reduced to 5% from 12% of the notes' balance. The transaction is still in its revolving period, ending in January 2016, as long as no early amortization triggers are breached.

As with other Spanish asset-backed securities transactions, interest and principal are combined into a single priority of payments.

As a result of the restructuring, the available credit enhancement for the class A and B notes is lower than at closing in October 2014. Our credit and cash flow analysis now indicates that the credit enhancement is no longer commensurate with our currently assigned ratings on both classes of notes. We have therefore lowered to 'BBB (sf)' from 'A (sf)' and to 'B- (sf)' from 'B (sf)' our ratings on the class A and B notes, respectively.

Delinquencies in the portfolio backing this transaction are in line with our assumptions. Severe arrears of more than 90 days represent 78 basis points over the outstanding balance of the pool. According to the transaction documentation, if the outstanding balance of 90+ days arrears exceeds 2.20% of the outstanding collateral balance, the revolving period will terminate early. We do not expect this to happen.

Counterparty Risk

We consider that the transaction's documented replacement mechanisms adequately mitigate its counterparty risk exposure to Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria S.A. (BBVA) as the bank account provider up to a 'A' rating level under our current counterparty criteria (see "Counterparty Risk Framework Methodology And Assumptions," published on June 25, 2013). The transaction is exposed to the risk of cash collections becoming commingled in BBVA's account. Under the documentation, BBVA transfers the collected funds in two business days to the treasury account, which is held with BBVA in the issuer's name.
According to our current counterparty criteria, the two-day time limit fully mitigates commingling risk.

Sovereign Risk

The results of our cash flow analysis indicate that the class A and B notes do not have sufficient credit enhancement to be rated above the long-term sovereign rating on Spain at 'BBB+' (see "Methodology And Assumptions For Ratings Above The Sovereign--Single-Jurisdiction Structured Finance," published on May 29, 2015).
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RATINGS LIST

Class        Rating
            To                  From
BBVA Consumo 6, Fondo de Titulización de Activos
€336 Million Asset-Backed Fixed-Rate Notes Including A Subordinated Loan

Ratings Lowered

A          BBB (sf)  A (sf)
B          B- (sf)    B (sf)
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